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About This Game

"Relax, have a cup of coffee and enjoy eliminating all the boxes"
A minimalist puzzle game with great challenges.

The mechanics and gameplay are very simple, just combine 3 or more boxes to eliminate them. if you eliminate all boxes on
stage you will finish the level. But it will not be as easy as it seems.

99 Levels

7 boxes

3 extra box behaviors

3 special unique boxes

17 Steam Achievements

Minimalist game concept

Relaxing experience
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Beautiful 3D graphics

Simple and intuitive interface

Easy interactions

Great challenges

Quality adjustments

Boxes

There are 7 different color types in which to be eliminated must be combined in 3 or more equal boxes.

Behaviours and Extra boxes

The special boxes have a specific behavior, and each one has a way to be destroyed

Can't Move: Cannot be moved.

Cage: Must be combined with a sequence of the same color to be released.

Special: Can be combined with anything.

Bomb: Activates only if it is in the middle of a combination, and eliminates the surrounding boxes.

Chameleon: Changes the color itself according to time.
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Unknown: Only reveals the hidden box if it is released by a combination.

Thanks for supporting our first indie game on that line.
I hope you like it and thank you for playing!
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Title: BOX align
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kasulo Game Studio
Publisher:
Kasulo Game Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English
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This game looks so great in screenshots, but is such a let-down to play :(

I, of course, ignored all the negative reviews because it just looked so purty. Huge mistake. This game is not worth the cost of
entry.. Short and sweet little puzzle platformer. Kinda saw the ending coming, but hey, I had fun playing this.. A skillful game
reminiscent of quake and unreal tournament.... except in floating tanks :D

much tactics and teamworks make this game really deep and fun to play ~ I wonder if theres anyone on the servers yet.... This
game is absolutely dreadful, and I really wanted to like it. I tried my hardest. I guess the best way to break down my distaste for
it would be to list the Pros and Cons.

Pro:
Interesting art style: The game looks fairly nice. It won't blow you away with graphics, animations, or character designs... but the
art style itself is a change of pace from what one would typically see.

Soundtrack: Whatever else I may say about this game won't detract from the fact that it has a pretty stellar soundtrack. I always
enjoyed what I was hearing in regards to that.

Disky: There is one twist ending that made me kind of chuckle. I'll give that due props.

Cons:
Terrible Characters: I disliked every single character in this game, passionately. For a strictly story driven game like this, that is
a cardinal sin. All of the characters were hyperbolic annoying familiars of one character stereotype or another. And since they
all spend the entire campaign b--ching, whining, complaining, fighting with each other, and generally failing at whatever task
you delegate to them (though there were some successes in that regard), I found it very hard to find any character that I could
truly align myself with.

Absence of Gameplay: Its pretty tough to call this game a game, there isn't really anything game-like involved with it. Most of
the time you are crawling through dialog, and in those rare moments when you can control a character, you have an extremely
limited range of movement within a restricted area, and your actions are only ever temporarily extended beyond doing nothing
into picking up a couple of objects. Once you pick up those objects though, you're done "playing" anything game-like here. Its
back to the story. Which would be fine and all, were it not for the above grievance combined with the below...

Absence of Choices: The game bills itself as a Choose Your Own Adventure style game, and I dig that. But for a game whose
focus is on story and choices, you don't seem to have a whole lot of decision points. You make a choice here and there and then
spend the rest of the time watching everybody react to those choices. Sometimes, the distance between making a decision on
something is so large that I forgot what kind of game I was playing for a bit. Its really like an elongated cutscene. When you get
to the moments where you make decisions, most of the time they are pretty milquetoast (choose who finds the water, choose
who gets to eat, etc). For a game with interest points far and few between, you'd think they would make all the decisions you
would have to make be a bit more.... exciting. I went to look at other story driven mobile games just to compare, because I felt I
wasn't being fair to Dyscourse with my expectations. I played a story driven game on iOS where every other sentence my
character said was a decision point; I had the ability within the game to completely drive the conversation, and as such, the
direction of the story. More to the point, even the minor choices I made felt like they carried more weight; they informed my
character and allowed me to respond to situations the way I would respond. It may be unfair to compare to Dyscourse, but for a
game devoid of any real gameplay and focusing on story and choices, I could have certainly used more. A lot more.

Petty Storytelling: There were a number of times in the game where the storytelling just felt.... petty. For instance (Spoiler
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Alert, I guess...), there was a moment I encountered on a mountain where I had found 3 eggs in a nest off of the cliff. I was able
to get two of them, but couldn't get the 3rd. With 3 of us in the party, I had to make a decision: who gets to eat these two eggs?
Well, one of the dialog choices presented to you is "All 3 of us will share the eggs", which is an easy thing to do with eggs. But
then you are told "No we can't do that, you must choose between 2 of the 3" for no real reason whatsoever. Its obviously a
Sofie's Choice moment, choosing who will live and who will die. The petty part is, I had made great strides getting to this point
in the game without any characters dying, and I was literally on the last night before rescue. There was NO reason for anyone to
die other than the game just said "Nope someone's dying lol". What am I playing this for? This was only 1 of several examples
within this game.

Dull: All in all, the game is just dull. The story is horrendously generic (plane crash, desert island, etc), and none of the
characters to a lick to improve on that. As stated earlier, they are all annoying characters. Add to that, they all speak Simlish.
Not normally something I would say is a bad thing, but when you have annoying characters in a dull game talking about dull
things (do I really care about George and Jolene's marriage?), the Charlie-Brown-teacher-wompwomp effect only helps to
underscore the appropriate level of attention I end up paying to the whole thing. Wompwompwompwompwhatever lets move
this along so I can get to the next decision point.

Short: Maybe this should be a positive considering my feelings on this game, but for a 15 dollar "game" of nothing, being able to
complete it in less than an hour seems... borderline criminal. That iOS game I mentioned earlier provided me a much more
robust storytelling and decision making experience at the same length, for free (for the first episode, the 2nd costing about 2
bucks, which is still substantially cheaper than this). Why is this game so short? Its not at all worth 15 bucks for the litany of
reasons listed above, but even ignoring all that, 15 bucks for less than an hour of playtime is a steep, steep price to pay. Is this an
early access game? No no, that's not a good excuse. I've poured countless hours into Darkest Dungeon and other early access
titles. I just don't get it. Maybe the lame, rote, predictable, cliched, boring story just doesn't lend itself to a long lifespan of
playability. Whatever the case may be, its a quick burn, so be prepared for that.

Ending: I don't really want to spoil the ending.... suffice to say that if you like looking at corkboards, you're in for a grand treat.

OVERALL: I cannot NOT recommend this "game" enough. I am honestly completely baffled and dumbfounded by the positive
reviews its been getting. I don't get it at all, not even a little bit. I can usually understand one way or another how popular games
I don't like are at least popular with others. For Dyscourse? Its as much a mystery to me as the island itself.. I don't understand
how this is rated so highly, the two best parts about this is the fast download to see what it is thanks to the small file which leads
to the second best part being the small file size which makes it take less than a second to remove from my computer.

I must be spoiled after football manager 2015, this is just terrible. I can't even create a tactic, you have to select from the
defaults... unless you have to pay money to create your own tactics or something. I love runing false nine and registas but I can't
do that here, I can't do anything here but what the game wants me to do so screw this..
Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this was complicated to install. Not the fault of the creators, but Steam needs a
better way of running this. The other reviewers are correct in guiding you to the Library and right-clicking to go to
Downloadable content. In addition to that, you may need to deselect and re-select the checkbox for "install" and then notice it
installing in the background\/previous window. THIS MAY NOT BE OBVIOUS AT FIRST GLANCE. You'll then next to exit
the pop-up and retrace your steps of going to dlc, browse local, etc.. I honestly don't even know where to start... The controls
suck, you have no way of accessing the options before playing your first game... AKA earrape? tyvm. I have limited hearing and
i got earraped anyway, I guess thats an achievement on its own right there... There's no explanation on how to move, what
buttons to use, only about some stuff in the hangar. Ok then, that would be fine if we would actually BE in the hangar 24/7.
Please... Just no. Games like this really aren't worth your time XD even when you get them for free :/. Would be great if it
worked, but it's crippled with bugs and discussion forums are filled with complaints that they've been there for years and haven't
been fixed. Looks like abandon-ware.. Do you want a PVP shooter like CoD or Battlefield? Dont buy this game! Do you like
interactions with other players? Do you like investing hours in a character that might get killed from nowhere and Lose all your
progress in a second? Then youll probably love this game. Youll love and hate the game for different reasons but after all its my
favorite game of all times. No other game gets your blood pumping like dayz. It litterally feels like youll get killed IRL
sometimes... I dont recommend the game for people with heart conditions.
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I'm a coward and I didn't bother getting all the achievements. But I completed the game and now I am recommending it to
others. Make of it what you will.. I really wanted to like this one. However, what begins as a fun, minigame-filled romp through
old-timey America (complete with bigotry and intolerance and backwardness, which is refreshingly NOT glossed over) quickly
becomes a grind-heavy slog that rivals the worst the JRPG genre has to offer for effort vs. reward. I can't recommend this; if
you play the demo, you've already extracted all the fun there is to be had here.. Very funny and cool game! At the beginning I
haven't thought that it will be too hard, but after losing a couple of characters, I realized that there is a different strategy for each
fight.
Great Job!. VERY NICE ACHIEVEMENTS to showcase on profile (includes letters, numbers, flags, even russian letters!)

Try die repeat.
This game needs patience and precisement.

9/11 will be able to unlock all achievement in an hour.

I just wished you can change jump button from "space" to "W" or "arrow up".. The visuals are mindblowing, the soundtrack is a
joy to listen to as you navigate your way through this digital world and the quests are pretty enjoyable as they have varying levels
of difficulty: some of them are extremely straight-forward and others really put you mind at work.
I personally am fond of the not-so-straightforward quests, mainly reminds me of those old games where you had to figure your
way through rather than expecting the game to give you a direct answer. It's challenging, but very rewarding in the end.

I absolutely loved the millions of references scattered throughout the game, the products, ads, stores, etc. are all extremely well-
thought, creative and very amusing to stumble upon.

What more can I say? I've been looking forward to this game ever since I stumbled upon the v.2 trailer back in 2015 and It
brings me so much joy to see this great project finally be out there for all of us to play.
Certainly hoping there'll be unlockable achievements in the future!
. What a charming, well made, exciting little game for kids! Not that my childhood was bad, but if I would have Putt-Putt Goes
to the Moon in 1995, my childhood would be just a little bit better and it would fill my heart with sweet nostalgia today :) But I
haven't heard about Putt-Putt before, and still, today in 2018, I enjoyed this game with my 5yo daughter a lot and I'm pretty sure
she will play it again and again, next times without my help! Now I'm going to purchase other titles from the series. Highly
highly recommended! This game is like a cartoon but interactive and teaches children to explore and introduces to working with
PC. 10/10, really. Better than battlefield v. First Belod!. Honestly this is probably one of my favourite games. I wish it was
longer (story wise) and the world was bigger. I hope the creators make a second one with a bigger map. The re-playability of this
is good with all the challenges in the challenge world, but eventually even that ends. The story is enough to keep you interested
but you play for the game mechanics and the looks and the parkour system that is truly unique. It's better (and longer) than "A
Story About My Uncle" in terms of the extent of abilities and the (though limited) open world.
It really is a great game and after finishing the story and a lot of the challenges I found myself looking for another game like it,
but there really isn't much like it. It's simple and stunning; simply stunning.
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